To improve light extraction from organic light-emitting diodes ͑OLEDs͒, we introduced a photonic crystal pattern into the glass substrate of an OLED. The periodic modulation converts the guided waves in the high-refractive-index indium-tin-oxide/organic layers into external leaky waves. We used the finite-difference time-domain method to optimize the structural parameters of the photonic crystal pattern and to analyze the microcavity effect by the metallic cathode of the OLED. With the use of an optimized photonic crystal pattern, an increase of over 80% in the extraction efficiency of the OLED is expected theoretically. An increase in the extraction efficiency of over 50% was achieved experimentally, without detriment to the crucial electrical properties of the OLED. There have been various efforts to increase the extraction efficiency of organic light-emitting diodes ͑OLEDs͒. The extraction efficiency is related to the intrinsic photoluminescence efficiency of the organic material and to the output coupling efficiency of the sandwiched indium-tin-oxide ͑ITO͒/organic layers. The intrinsic efficiency has been considerably improved by the use of phosphorescent harvesters. 1 However, the output coupling efficiency in these systems remains very small ͑Ͻ0.2͒.
There have been various efforts to increase the extraction efficiency of organic light-emitting diodes ͑OLEDs͒. The extraction efficiency is related to the intrinsic photoluminescence efficiency of the organic material and to the output coupling efficiency of the sandwiched indium-tin-oxide ͑ITO͒/organic layers. The intrinsic efficiency has been considerably improved by the use of phosphorescent harvesters. 1 However, the output coupling efficiency in these systems remains very small ͑Ͻ0.2͒.
The photons emitted in the active region of OLEDs are coupled into three types of modes: direct transmission into the air, the glass total internal reflection mode, and the highindex ͑ITO/organic͒ guided mode. Assuming Lambertian light sources, the fractions of energy in the three modes have been estimated as 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5, respectively. 2 A number of methods have been suggested for increasing the output coupling efficiency. For example, random textures or ordered microlens arrays have been employed on the top surface of the glass substrate in order to minimize total internal reflection. 3, 4 The thickness of the ITO layer has also been controlled in order to reduce the energy in the high-index layer. 5 An integrated classical and quantum-mechanical weak microcavity theory has been proposed in order to calculate the efficiencies of each mode for OLED layered structure. 6 Photonic crystal ͑PC͒ patterns have previously been used with the aim of increasing the extraction efficiency of twodimensional ͑2-D͒ slab InGaAs light-emitting structures. 7 Similarly, PC structure can be added to OLED devices. Here, we plan to couple with external modes those photons confined in the high-index guided mode, which account for up to 50% of the total emitted energy. Given that the direct transmission mode drains only 20% of the total photons, significant improvement is expected in the total light extraction into the air. It is important to extract the photons from the high index layer that is close to the light-emitting region if one wishes to maintain the image quality required in display devices.
To study the emission characteristics of the OLED shown schematically in Fig. 1 , we employed the finitedifference time-domain ͑FDTD͒ method. For OLED devices in which the electron-transporting layer ͑ETL͒ is only a few tens of nanometers distant from a metallic reflector and in which the layer structure is complex, the FDTD method has been shown to be very effective. 8, 9 The radiation profiles of both the horizontal dipole source (d Ϯ40°, and confirmed that the optimized ETL layer thickness is about 80 nm. The thickness of the ETL layer and the position of the active layer are critical to the design of the OLED structure.
The extraction efficiency enhancement produced by the photonic crystal pattern is related to three factors: the lattice constant ͑⌳͒, the depth of the pattern ͑d͒, and the size of the rod. In this study, a 2-D square lattice pattern was used because this pattern is easily fabricated by two-beam holographic lithography. Figure 3 shows the relative extraction efficiency as a function of the lattice constant for several pattern depths. Here, the SiN x layer thickness is 600 nm and the radius of the rod is 0.3⌳. In the calculation of the relative extraction efficiency, the finite size of the pixels (200 ϫ50 m 2 ) of the real OLED display must be considered. However, this size is too large for direct FDTD calculation. Instead, we placed four perfect reflectors at the domain boundaries of the computation and temporally integrated the energy extracted into the air up to the average time needed for photons to reach the boundary of the pixel. To make the light emission isotropic, we distributed the d x,y,z dipoles evenly in the active layer.
In Fig. 3 , a cutoff lattice constant (⌳ cutoff ) of about 200 nm is evident, regardless of the depth of the pattern. Below this cutoff value, leaky waves remain trapped in the glass substrate. From the phase-matching condition at the PC layer, the cutoff lattice constant can be expressed as follows,
where n eff is the effective index of the PC layer ͑ϳ1.8͒. In fact, the same cutoff phenomenon is also observed in the FDTD calculation. The extraction efficiency increases with the pattern depth. The extraction efficiency becomes largest when the lattice constant is similar to the vacuum wavelength. As depicted in Fig. 3 , the extraction efficiency increases by up to 80% for an optimized PC pattern with a depth of 200 nm and a lattice constant of 600 nm. The fabrication of a 2-D PC pattern in the high-index layer must commence with alteration of the glass substrate. However, during the transfer of the pattern the surface quality of the electrically sensitive ITO layer tends to degrade. A poor-quality ITO surface usually results in current leakage. Thus, we inserted a buffer layer between the glass substrate and the ITO layer. We used SiN x as the material for this buffer layer, because it is transparent over the entire visible spectrum and has a refraction index similar to that of the ITO layer. The configuration of the ITO and SiN x layers is shown in Fig. 1 .
The fabrication process we used for the high-extraction PC-OLED was as follows. First, a 200-nm-thick SiO 2 layer was deposited on the glass substrate. Then, using two-step irradiated holographic lithography and reactive ion etching, the PC pattern was created on the SiO 2 layer. Because of the slow etching speed of the glass substrate, the pattern depth was limited to the thickness of the SiO 2 layer, that is 200 nm. Then SiN x was deposited onto the SiO 2 PC pattern by means of plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition at a growth rate of 0.8 to 1.5 Å/min. The total thickness of the SiO 2 /SiN x photonic crystal layer and the SiN x buffer layer was 800 nm, resulting in a top surface of the SiN x layer that was nearly flat. The subsequent fabrication processes were the same as those for conventional OLEDs.
Scanning electron micrograph images of the fabricated PC pattern and their cross-sectional views are shown in Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒. The lattice constant is ϳ600 nm, the diameter of the rod is ϳ200 nm, and the pattern depth is ϳ200 nm. The holographic lithography resulted in a pattern diameter smaller than expected, because of difficulties in controlling the exposure conditions and the developing time.
To study the far-field radiation profiles, we employed a solid angle scanner. 10 Figures 5͑a͒ and 5͑b͒ show the far-field profiles of the conventional OLED and the PC-OLED under the same injection current conditions. One can see that the conventional OLED produces a symmetric distribution in all directions, whereas the PC-OLED produces a pattern with fourfold symmetry. 11 The far-field profiles cut along the hori- zontal and diagonal directions are plotted in Figs. 5͑c͒ and 5͑d͒, respectively. After integration over the viewing angle 90°Ϯ40°, we obtained an enhancement in the extraction efficiency of 50% relative to the conventional OLED. We believe that there is still much room for improvement in the current PC structure. In summary, we investigated a PC-OLED structure with the aim of increasing the extraction efficiency, and calculated the extraction efficiency using the FDTD method by adjusting the lattice constant, the depth, and the rod size. In our calculation, an enhancement of light extraction of up to 80% was predicted to arise from the square lattice OLED structure. Experimentally, a 50% enhancement of the extraction efficiency was realized for the viewing angle range of 90°Ϯ 40°, under conditions of current flow identical to those for the conventional OLED.
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